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DIRECTORATE A - GENERAL ECOI{OT{IC STATISTICS
Aims and Tain priorities
1. The Directorate of General Economic Statistics has a very wide range
of activities comprising all the wor:k connected with national accounts
and extending to monetary and financial st,atistics, ba1-ance of
paJments statistics and the various fiel.ds which are of prirnarily
regional interest.
2. Demand for statistics in this fields is becoming increasingly urgent
and diversified. The overall picture and anaLysis of the l,tenber
Statesr econornies and the need for close monitoring of economic trends
depend on the availability of a substantial volume of statistical data
cornpiled at both national and regional. Levels. Bearing in nind the
foreseeable social and economic situation in the next few years,
Directorate A will have to devote its efforts to setting up a
statistical- system which is cLear, quick and easily accessible for
users.
3. The Directoraters work has two aspects :i - ::.1#:i::"1":"il::;i":lHl"ff ;::,:':H:*H:"f::::Tl'i:-
above-nentioned f ields ;
- in methododological terms, it is focused on the inplementation
and management of a macroeconomic system of standard definitions,
nomenclatures and rules developed at Comnunity 1eveL (ESA); itis also aimed at greater .o-ordination with tle other interna-
tionaL organizations, especiaLly as regards baLance of payments,
and increased participation in scientific research.
rn setting its objectives and main priorities, the Directorate must
take into account the constraints imposed by the practical aspects.
The demand for economic statistics is so pressing and urgent that,
bearing in rnind the resources available, the production of statisticsis liabLe to take precedence over the methodological or scientific
aspectsr which are stil-l often difficult to tackLe.
4. Accordingly, the Directorate has set itself tr,ro types of objectives :horizontal objectives which generally speaking relate to aLL the work
scheduled for the next few years, and specific objectives which relateto the priority execution of the most inportant projects.
l
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5. The general objectives concern
compilation and utilization of
basis of the Present situation,
made in the following fiel-ds :
the imProvement of each stage in
the Directoraters statistics' On
the greatest Progress will have
6.
- Rationalization of data managen0ent and proeessing with a view to
increased effic-iency and improved co-ordination'
-Improvenencofdissemination,bearinginmindthedevelopmentof
automatic dala processing 
"t,l thu consequent change 
in the nature
of Publications.
- Stepping up of co-ordination and co-operation both within the
Conrnission and with the l.{ember States'
-Improvementofdatacollectionmethodsincertainfie].ds.
- Improvement and promotion of the use of the statistics available'
Tl.re achievement of these objectives depends on the state of progress
of each project : for sone tyPes of work it will be necessety to
concentrate on computerization of the data, whereas for others the
main priority will be to improve the publications_ or to disseminate
the results. Tire detailed :neasures conterrpl"ated for each project are
listed on the sheets describing the project itself'
The EsA (European systenn of Integrated Economic Accounts) is the
cornersEone of ttr" iit""torater s work. It is worthwile pointing out
that the ESA is the basic framework for comparable national accounts
data and that its application constitutes the basic tool in the
cor:rpilation of Comnunity economic statistics. Accordinglyr the
Direcrorate attaches th; highest priority to all work arising from the
implementation of the ESA :
Aggregates
special attention will have to be paid to-the national accounts
aggregates, especially as regards collection' Processing and
aissentination sehedulls, as well- as to the cornparisons in real terns'
Attention is also dravm to the int,roduction of 1980 as the base year
for the national accounts and the rnain economic and social indicators'
e
7.
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Sectoral accounts
The eompilat,ion of sectoral accounts is stil-l one of the key elements
of the ESA. ilowever, users should be feducatedt in the analysis of
their results, since these accounts are considerably influenced by
both methodologieal differences of application and the structuraL
differences between the institutions of the ''{ernber States.
Input-output tables
The input-output tables are the essential framework for examining the
coherence of flows of goods and services in the econony. The Programme
of work, starting with the five-yearly tabLe for 1980' should be
examined in some depth.
Accounts by_branch
The goods and services accounts form an ongoing back-up to the input-
output t,ables and are used intensively, both inside and outside the
Cormris s ion.
Regional accounts
The system of economic aggregates at the level of basic administrative
units (ESA-REG) has been part of the ESA since 1972. The main
priorities are the continuation of the work on regional- accounts by
branch and the devetopment of regional accounts by sector (General-
Governnent and households).
Financial accounts
The financial accounts form the basis for analysis of the structure of
financial fLows in the Member States.
8. There has been considerable progress in the cornpilation of reglonal
statistics in the last few years, especially as regards the coLl-ection,proA6ffit and dissemination of social data at regional 1evel II.
Further development is to be expected in the next few years, consis-
ting in particular of an extension to other statistical fields at a
more detaited territorial level (level III). This work is at a very
advanced stage, especially in the fields of agriculture, industry,
energy, transport, cormnunications, etc., and in the Long run should
lead to a system of regional statistics eapabLe of neeting the Couunis-
sionrs many and varied reguirements, the first of these being the
}
;
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of thl basic statistics required for the Cornmissionts
and monetary Policies.
a
o
drawing up of the periodic report laid down by the regulatlon
establfshing ttre nuropean tegional Development Fund. This system wiLL
be set up as a flatter of priority by co-ordinating EUR.OSTATTs various
projects and exploiting the possibilities opened up by the existence
It L.r of poli.cy decisions (directives, regulations; 91":) which
reeorsnend thl coliection of regional- statisties in the fields
rnenti.oned.
batance of payrnents is being stepped up a1'L Ehe time,
ffif the basic manual bY the rMF) and
The work on the
as regards both
the compilation
trade, economic
lo.
11.
The priority attached to this work is stiLl a very high one and is
determined in particular by the development of, the European !{onetary
Sysrem (EI,IS) a;d the increasing use of the statistical framework in
relations between the Cormnunity and non-mernber countrieS.
There is a considerable demand for the short-term financial- i4dicators
fron the Conrnission, the other Cot*uttit '
This work will be continued in the next felt years with a progressive
widening of the field of application and emphasis on the speed of
availability of the data via CRoNoS.
){onetary and banking statistics are an important project-connected
with the establishnent of the EltS. The concepts are stlll somewnaE
tlifficult to define owing to the diversified nature of the institu-
tional framework of the monetary authorities on the ltember States. In
the next few years, the work will concentrate on methods of harmo-
nizing the basic data and the dissemination of data already harmo-
nized, In sorne cases this dissemination will be on a restricted basis
owing Eo the confidenuial nature of some of the data.
L2, Statistics on the Coluq-unity_lnqtjlglleng are being developed in two
directions. rirstl@ financial accounts for the
Cornnrunity institutions where all their transactions are cl-assified
in accordance with the ESA. Secondly the balance of payments of the
Corununity Institutions aims to measure flows between Conrnunity In-
s t itutions and llernber St,ates .
t
+
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13. The other projects planned as part of the Directoraters future work
can be classified in the following groups :
- 
projects with deferred priority as a result ot the need for rapid
completion of the priority project to which the work is linked.
As regards the ESA, this group could incl-ude such projects as the
accounts of General Government, the accounts of the Cormunity
institutions and the quarterly accounts. The same appl-ies to the
extension of regional statistics to more detailed territorial
levels tl-ran those used in the present system;
- ad hoc projects not necessaril-y connected with other priorityprojects; the project on Conmunity financial assistance to
io.rl"tm"rrt belongs in this group, and it is given rel.atively high
priority on account of the importance which the Comission
attaches to it;
- new projects, i.e. projects devised couparatively recently for
which a compLetion period has to be determined. This group
comprises in particuLar the projects on international movements
of capital, inflation accounting and the treatment of health
expenditure.
)
I
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List of projects and worlc Prograrme
Directorate A
*
Code Proj ects i'Iork progranme (*)
1981 1982 l-983 1984 1935
Specialised service Al - Economic Accounts
AlO01 System of integraEed economic accounts (ESA)
ALOO? ESA : Aggregates
A1CO3 Comparison of the aggregates in real- terms
A1OO4 QuarterlY accounts
A10C5 ESA : Sectorat accounts
A1006 Statistics and accounts of General Government
A1OO7 Accounts of the Conmunity Institutions
A1OOS ESA : Input-orrtput tables and applications
A1OO9 Energy input-output tables (see project D30O7)
A1O1.O ESA : Accounts bY branch
Al-ol1 Srructural data base
A1012 'lomenclatures (see project C/rOlO)
Division A2 - Regional and Financial statistics
A2oO1 Basi,c regional sEatistics
A2}OZ Indicators for competition policy
A2OO3 ESA : Regional accounts by branch
A2O04 ESA : Regional accounts by sector
A2OO5 Conununity financial assistance to investment
A2006 ISA : Financial accounts
A2OO7 Short-term financial indicators
A2OO8 Financial and monetary statistics
A2oo9 B.of p. (overall and with geograph. breakdovrn)
A2O10 B. of p. of the Conrtunity institutions
A2o1l International movements of capital
(*)
I = Internal work of the Office and thus not imposing a significant burden
on member countries
K = projects for collection and for processing of data mainly carried out
in menber countries
I
IIIII
XXXXX
IIIII
IIIII
XXXXX
;{:(XKX
IIIII
XXXXX
IIIII
XXXXX
:l1l:
XX-"'XX
TIIII
XXXXX
XXXXX
IIIII
XXXXX
x x x x x.
XXXXX
XXXXX
IIIII
-XXXX
f
- = No work foreseen
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Specialised Service A1
ECONOMIC ACCOIINTS
}
Alain CHANTMINE
I
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LINIT IIESPONSIBLE : Al Economic accounts
TI'l'Lll : European System of Integrated Economic AccounEs
PROJECT I'lo : A1O01
1. INTRODUCTIO}I
After a period of development lasting several years' concurrent with
that of the united ilations' sNA (System of i{ational A.ccounts), the
first edition of the ESA (European System of Integrated Economic
Accounts) was published in L97O.
The ESA was designed to Provide :
- a comrnon language and framework for the compilation' collection
and presentation of national and regional accounts data hrhich are
comparable from one ltember State to another;
- a means of integration and co-ordination for a large mrmber of
economic and financial. statistics.
It is planned to adapt the ESA during the next few years to keep it in
step with econonic changes, nev information requirements, methodolo-
gical progress and work earried out at international level-.
2. SOURC5
Cor.unission decision and Council recomendation. References to the
aggregates compiled in accordance with the ESA in a number of Council
regulations or directives.
3. AIM
1to provide the methodological framework for the compilation of com-
parable data on economic and financial trends and structures in the
l{ember States and the Conununity as a whole.
4. DESCRIPTIOI'I
- Improvenent of EUROSTATTs information regarding the application of the
current ESA concepts.
- Examination with the Member States of refinement of these concepts or
alternarive solutions conpatible rvith the existing system.
- Implementation of any refinenents or amendments.
*
e
t
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5. I,JORKPLAN
Adaptation and development of the system over the next few years,
especially as regards the foLl-owing aspects :
- accounts of the Conmunity institutions
- re-examination of the problem of the distinction between private
and coLlective consumption, especially in the health field
- study of property and entrepreneuriaL income
- redefinition of the concepts of branches and groups of products
- 
work-sharing with international organizations as regards future
changes to be made to both the SNA and the IISA (e.9. inflation
accounting)
- examinatiorr of the del-initation of institutional sectors, in par-
ticular corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises and private
non-profit institutions vis-E-vis households.
6. FINANCING 3 Credits for studies.
7. VOLUI,IE OF WORK
Substantial for EUROSTAT. However, EUROSTAT can and should enList the
help of national experts.
8. I^IORKING GROUP : yes
9. DISSE}{INATION
Publication : Non-periodical : the second edition of the ESA rqaspffi-rn 198o in English and French. The German and rtaLian
versions are in the process of publication.
CRONOS : Not applicable.
;
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE : A1 Economic Accounts
TITLE : ESA : Annual and quarterly aggregates
PROJECT i{o : A1o02 - A1oO3 - A1OO4
PRCJECT : Existing
2. SOURCE
1. I}ITRODUCTIOI{
EUROSTAT has been publishing national aecounts aggregaEes-since its
inception. ltowever, since the introduction of the EsA (L972) these
aggregateshavebeenderivedfromtheresu].tsofasystemofcoherent
economic accounts which are more comparable from one Member state to
another. The application of the ESA lo these aggregates does not raise
any major methodological problems. It is particularly important for
this project that tile rime Limits for rhe forwarding of data to
EUB0STATqt+9),processinganddisseminationbeobserved.
The national accounts aggregates are divided into three sets of data :
- the anry-1--ggregates. (project no A1OO2) in nationaL currency
il/r. in ECUs, at current and at constanE prices; these can be
used to analyse long-ter:n trends (in principle since 1960) in
gross domestic product and its main components;
- the comparisons in real terms (project no AL003) expressed in
P"t" S), which can be used to make
spatiai -Srpuri"ons in volume tenns between Couurunity countries;
-ti:requarterlyaggregatgs(projectno.A10O4)r,lhichcanbeusedto
assess short-term trenol in some national accounts aggregates.
3
?
Annugl a8gregates : Application of the ESA
Cornparisons in real terms : Cormrission decision, and participation in
the InrernationatJotnT-arison Project (ICP) carried out under the
auspices of the United Nations and the tr{orl"d Bank'
Ouarterlv as,sregates : EUROSTAT tlecision to collect the existing
national data.
0
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3, AIM
Anjqual aggregates : to provide recent and corrparable accounts data.
Compaqisons in real terms : to express the national- accounts aggregates
untofdifferencesincurrencies'purchasing
power parities.
Quarterly aggregates : to-provide sumary short-term data for anatysis
oE-TEe general-economic situation.
4. DESCRIPTION
Annual aggaegates : rapid collection, Processing and publication of
national accounts aggregates.
Comparisons in real terms : on the basis of detail"ed data on finalf the resuLts of a series of price surveys
covering :
- househoLds t consumption of goods and narket services
- 
gross fixed capital formation
- non-uarket services.
Annual updating of these comparisons by means of the price indices
avaitable.
Quartgl:ly aggregates : coll.ection of the data compiled by the Member
S tates .
5. WORKPLAN
AJrnual aggregates : collecti?n 1g + 9) : harrnonization of question-
- nailies wittr the international organizationsl
inclusion of economic budgets and other DG II
forecasts in CRONOS'
process-ing : reorganization of data processing
on CRONOS,
publication_ : shorter pubLication period (t + L2)
revision of Layout.
Comiarisons in real tetms : on the basis of the results of the 19BO
survey, revision of the method of calculating
the annual updatings of these co4arisons.
i
I
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7. VOLI.]ME OF WORK
Annual aggregates : intensive, but only over a short period of the
vear.
)
Qugrterlyaggregates:non-prioritywork'However'ifresourcesare
avaaraDre' EUROSTAT could :
- on the basis of studies on the national' methodo-
logies and their recent development, put forward
pr-posals for an updated methodolo gy for the ESA-
inr- (quarterly accouncs based on the ESA) i
- devise a Community systed of quarterly accounts'
6. FINANCING : credits for studies.
8. I^IORKING GROUP : Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION
Publications :
CRONOS
National Accounts(including data in
Comparisons of the
real terms - 198o
Detailed data
wilL try to sPread
Ehe various Years.. 
"
is decided to develoP
ln
Cornparisons in real terms : substantial. EUFOSTAT
rkload more evenlY over
Quarterly aggregates : not very great, unless itthe system.
Q
Eurostatistics - MonthlY -
Annual aqqreqates : ZCN 1
Comparisons in real terms
aggregates in real terms :
Quarterly aggregates : I C
ESA - Aggregates - Annual
real terms)
national accounts aggregates
results to aPpear in 1982 -
(quarLerly accounts)
: detailed data : no
ZCN 1
G
s
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE : A1 Economic accounts
TITLE : ESA : Accounts of institutional sectors
PROJECT No : ALO05 - A1006 - A1OO7
1. INTRODUCTION
The compilation of compLete accounts for the institutional sectors is
one of the main contributions of both the ESA and the SNA. The
sectoral accounts are therefore avaiLable only from 1970 onwards. Only
six {ember States compile sufficiently complete accounts. The
compilation of these accounts involves a number of considerable
clifficulties: precise application of the ESA rules, inadequate basic
data, unsolved methodological problems.
In addition, as part of its co-operation with the Directorate-General
of Economic and Financial Affairs, EUROSTAT has produced a developrnent
of the ESA for the General Government sector. This development com-
prises supplementary analyses of the basic accounts in the following
fields :
- analysis of General Government expenditure and revenue in accor-
dance with a system of accounts better suited to the study of
public finances and the eomparison of budgets;
- t\^ro-way functional and economic breakdown of General Governmenr
expenditure I
- tax statistics.
Finally, in the total of General Government economic transactions in
the European Cormnunity, the Cormrunity institutions play a Part \^rhich
can no longer be ignored. In order to ensure the coherence and clarity
of the accounts, it is neeessary in particular to study, define and
quantify the fLows between llember St,ates and the Conmunity institu-
t ions .
2. SOURCE
- Applieation of the ESA : Co'nmission decision and Council reco nenda-
tion.
- 
Co-operation with DG II (Economic and Financial- Affairs) as regards
General- Government accounts and with the Directorate-General for
Budgets as regards the accounts of the Cormunity institutions.
3, AII,I
To provide a set of coherent, detailed and comparable accounts for
each of the institutional sectors.
t
I
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4. DESCRIPTION
General Government sector (project no 41OO6) :
Private sector (Project no A13O5) :
;r .".r"i"g, publication and analysis of, the accounts of
the following sectors : Corporate and quasi-corporate enLerprises'
ilouseholcls, irivate not-prolit institutions, Credit institutions'
Insurance enterprises, and Rest of the worLd'
l
ln addfEf;, comPilation
divided into sub-sectors'
statistics.
of more detaiLed accounts
breakdown of exPenditure
for this sector
by function and tax
Accounts of the Cormnunity instit_utions (project no A1OO7) :the ConurunitY institutionsr
budgets and accounts.
5. hIORKPI,AN
Private sectors :
-- - TETd-;?The forwarding of data
- Study of the keYs for conversion
vritl-r national system to ESA data
- Ad hoc analyses based on institutional accounts '
Ceneral Government sector :
- Production o?a-u1-6,fr5ffiations on the accounts and statistics of
General Government
- Computerization of this information in the light of :
- experience gained
changes in userst requirements
- 
work carried out by int.ernational organizations (OECD'
United Nations)
- Review of this work.
Accounts of the Co**itY i"ttit"ti ,
r the accounts of the CommunitY
institutions was adopted in 1979, it is necessary to :
- complete the methodological study in respect of new
transactions which have emerged in the meantime (e'g' new
financing instrument, refunds to certain Menrber States) or
in respeet of inadequately defined transaetions,
- apply the methodological framework devised to the data
contained in the European institutionsr internal accounts'
- examine the consistency of the data with those compiLed by
the Member states concerning their relations with the Eu-
ropean institutions.
on computerized media
from data conPiled in accordance
?
3
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6. FINANCING : Credit for studies.
7. VOLUME OF I'IORK
Very considerable, for both the National Statistical Institutes and
NUROSTAT.
8. I,]CRKING GROUP : Yes
9. DISSE}tINATION
Publieations : ESA national accounts : Detailed tables by sector
Code 2.2.L of the 1981 progranroe.
Accounts and statisEics of General Government
Code 2.2.2 of the 198L prograrme.
CRONOS : AI"!P 1 at present contains the data taken from the
publication rDetailed tables by sectort. The accounts
and statistics of General Government are in the process
of being stored.
t
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE : Al Economic accounts
TITLE : ESA : Input-output tables and appLications
PROJECT l{o : A1OOB - A1O09
1. INTRODUCTICN
EUROSTAT compiled the first input-output tables in 1964 for 1959. A
second exercise was carried out for 1965. Starting with the 197C
reference year, the input-output tables were incorporated into the
main body of ESA national accounts.
In ttre ESA, the input-output tables form the framework for the sys-
tematic presenEation of transactions in goods and services. They also
provide an essential basis for estimates for sectoral macroeconomic
studies.
2. SOURCE
Application of the ESA. Conunission decision and Council reconunenda-
tions.
3. AIM
To supply the structural data required for the implementation of the
Communitv's sectoral policies.
4. DESCR.IPTION
Pro.iect no A1O0B : Development of the work on ttre methodology of
input-output tables as part of the IISA.
Collection and checking of the input-output tables compiled by the
Itember States at annual and five-yearly inrervals in accordance with
the conrnon system.
Project 4o A1OO9 : Applications of input-output tables for the
purposes of sectoral studies, in particuLar Lhe eompilation of energy
input-output tables. As regards the latter, unit A1 is responsible for
checking their consistency and processing the data.
5. I'TORKPLAN
- Permanent work involving data management and applications.
- Dissernination via computerized media and internal publ-ications.
- Five-yearly publication : Input-output tables - 1975 - Conmrunity.
)
,
3
lo
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6. FINANCING : NiL
7. VOLI]I{E OF I,IORK
Considerable for both EUROSTAT and the National Statistical Institutes,
8. WORKING GROIIP : Yes
9. DISSEMINATION
Publications : Special- series. Input-output tables 1975
- internal publ.ication for the resuLts by country(code 2.3.2 of the L981 progranme)
- official publication for the results for the Cormr:nity
as a whole (publication pLanned for l-982)
CRONOS : None. This work is handled in APL language.
Other : Data available on nagnetic tapes,
I
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INIT IIESPOIISIBLE : A1 Economic accounts
TITLE : ESA : Accounts by branch and structural data base
PROJECT llo : A1O10 - Ai011
I. INTRODUCTIO}I
Application of the ESA.
Conurission decision based on a request
for Economic and Financial Affairs (DG
3. AIl,t
In the ESA, transactions in goods and services update and supplenent
the input-output tables, The airn of the breakdown of the economic
,ggrugrt"" by branch is to bring out the structure of the production
piJ".." and to facilitate analysis of the balance between the re-
sources and uses of goods and services.
As a result of the requirements of the medium-term structural analyses
carried out by the Comaissionrs departments over the tast few yearst
EUROSTAT Uegan to compile extended series as we1l. The national
accounts data ,nrere therefore suppl-emented by estimat'es based on
statistics frorn various sources'
2. SOUC.CE
3
from the Directorate-General
II).
constructing a macro-sectorial econonetric model.
3
Structural data base
AccounEs by branch (project no A1010) : to provide the national
@anchrequiredforthestudyofeconomicstructures.
(project no ALoll) : to supplement the data by
the Cormnunityts sectoral studies, in particular
Accounts by branch : collection, checking and
@11y by the l'lember states in
systems.
Structural data base : co-ordination of national accounts data with
-ail-Tnpur-outPut table data on a branch-by-branch basis
of missing data. Storage, analysis and dissemination of
eomputerized media or via internal publications.
branch required
for the Purpose
.I. DESCRIPTION
external trade
and estimation
these data on
for
of
disseminat.ion of the
accordance vith colmlon
3
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5. I{ORKPLAJ{
- Pennanent data nanagement.
- In addition, expansion of the structural data base, in accordance with
DG IIrs requests and EUROSTATTs resources.
5. FINANCIIIG : Credits may be required for st,udies.
7. VOL1IUE OF I/ORK
: considerable for both EUROSTAT and the lternber
but only for EUROSTAT.Struct,ural data base : considerable,
8. WORKING GROUP
Yes for the accounts by branch; no for the data base.
9. DISSEMINATIOI.II
Publ-ication : ESA
Code
CRONOS:ZCN2for
national accounts : Detail-ed tables by branch
2.3.1 of the 1981 progranme
the accounts by branch
0ther : APL for the structural data base.
I
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Division A2
REGIONAL AI{D FI}IAI\CIAL STATISTICS
)
3
Raymond SALVAT
l
{t
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UNIT RESPOI{SIBLE : A2 Regional and financial statistics
TITLE : Basic regional statistics
PROJECT lto : A20Ol - A2OO2
1. INTRODUCTION
The work to establish a structured framework of regionaL statistics
in sufficient detail to meet the Cornnissionts many requirements for
regional policy began in the L97os.
EUROSTATTs first task was to foster the definition and standard
application of a single nomencLature of territorial trnits in all
Comrnunity projects of a regional nature.
In co-operation with the nationat statistical services, EUROSTAT
then :
- colLected the nain regional data al-ready available in the l'[em-
ber States for the basic administrative units (level II regions);
- harmoaized these data for Community purposes;
- introduced the regional breakdown systematicall-y in all its
najor projects, especially Corrnunity surveys (e.9. the labour
force sample surveyr surveys on agricul-ture, industry, transport,
etc.).
The fruits of this work are particul-arly highly thought of in the
social field. Inportant developments are also under way in the
fields of agriculture, industry, transport and telecorirnunications.
In very recent years, moreover, the Comnission has stePped up its
dernand for statistics compiled at more detailed territorial Levels
than that of the basic administrative units, especially with a view
to assessing the social and economic situation in the areas covered
by regional aid schemes. As a result, EUROSTAT has had to extend its
rn'ork on regional indicators to compile them at a more detailed
regional level.
2. SOURCE
- Council Regulation of 18 l{arch 1975 establishing a European ltegional
Development Fund.
- Conmission decision based on Articles 92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty.
- Numerous Council decisions (directives or regulations) on the
cornpilation of statistics in the social, agricultural, industrial
and transport fieLds, which recotmend a regional breakdown.
o
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3. llIM : see ParagraPh 3 above.
4. DESCR.IPTION :
- Fostering of the use of a standard nonenclature of territorial units.
- Collection of data directly from the national statistical- services(e.g. population, employment, unempl-oyment' etc.) or through other
IiUR0STAT ;:nits (e.g. Conrnunity social, agricultural and industrial"
surveys. etc.).
- ll[anagement and anaLysis of the daEa availab]-e.
- nisslrnination to other Cormtission departments and outside bodies.
PROJECT No A2O02
Collection, management, processing and dissemination of l-evel III
regional data vrith view to compiling indicators in the fo11-owing
fiefas : population, employment, unemploymentr Sross domestic
product, etc. adapted in particular to the needs of the comPetition
po1 icy.
5. I^IORKPLA]{
PROJECT No A2001
PROJECT ,'{o A2CO1
- Constant updating of the data base.
- Annual publication covering all regional statistics. Publication
period2t+24.
PROJECT No A2CO2
- Setting up of the data base fronr 198L onwards.
- Annual dissemination, possibly from 1983 onhTards.
fINANCING : nil
3
6.
i
r
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7. VOLU{E OF I.ORK
Very considerable for both EUROSTAT and the National statistical
services.
B. WORKING GROUP : Yes
9. DISSE}IINATIOI.I
1981 - Publication : code 1.2L of the 1981 Programoe
- CP.ONOS : ZRGI
- Other : APl-Siernens
I
I
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ul{IT tinspol{slBlE : A2 Itegional and financial- statisties
TI'ILE : Regional aceounts by branches and sectors
PROJECT llUltBER : MOO3 and A2CO4
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Lg72, the ESA-\.eg system (economic accounts on the regional
level of basic adminisirrti.r" units) forms part of the rrEuropean
system of Integrated Economic accounts" from whieh it takes the
definitions and the methodol-ogy. The ESA-Reg system describes - on the
one hand - only certain principal aggregates of the EsA system on
national level, but - on the oth"t ftana - resPects the deLimitations
of branches and sectors of the ESA system (on a nationaL level) '
For years the production process data from the regional aceounts by
branthes had blen considered as insuffieient for the purpose of a
contrnon regional policy. This analysis had to be accomplished by a
basic 
"y"iu* of iegional accounts for the 
institutional- sectors of
irouseholds and general government (in ESA terminology). After thorough
discussion in tte workiig groups on "Economic accounts and statisticaL
indicators at regional leveltt and |tQomparison of Budgettr a concrete
working project had been defined. The aim is to establ-ish a simplified
accounting schema for local authorities within the EC regions on level 3
II and to have, in addition, information on some important central
governnent transactions towards the regions (e.g. investment grants)'
if,is project on the regional accounts by sectors is covering only Ehe
absolute mininum of data asked for in this field'
on the basis of contracts vtith the national statistical Offices we
have now received provisional results for 1977 for several }lember
States.
2. SOURCE
3
The cor,unon source for
P.egulation setting up
February L979,
AIM : See 1. above.
establ.ishing of regional aecounts is
the ERDF (l"larch 18th, 1975) , amended
the
in
CounciL
J.
l
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4. DESCRIPTION :
Project no A2003 : The rables by branches are the following : value
AaA*G-olsffi net), taxes and subsidies, compensation of employees'
gross fixed capital formation, employment (totaL and that of wage and
salary earners) for agriculture, energy, 9 industrial branches'
transporg and services branches (NACE-CLIO RR 17). tn addition, two
tables for the household sector are foreseen : Gross disposable income
and final consumption (by purpose).
Proiect no A20O4 : Collection, control, analysis and publication of
@u1tssupp1iedbythel{emberStates(inharmonizedESA
terminology) :
- Sirnplified accounting schema for local government
- Gross fixed capital formation and investment grants for central
and local government by groups of purposes.
5. WORKPLAN
Proiect no A2OO3 : The first tables by branches of the ESA-Iteg have
ffi;;Gffi'llEEed for the yeat L97a, the publication of the L974
results is at the printers at the momenti the results for 1975, L976
and, perhaps, 1977 should be published in 1981.
Proiect no A2OO4 : Contracts with National statistical offices on the
lltafillsffiAnt-f regional accounts of general government : provisronal
resulrs for 1977 in l-980/81- (first), final results for L978/79 in
LgBL/32.
Continuous updating work (frorn L98L/BZ ortwards).
6. FINA}iCING
i)roiect no A2O03 : none+pr"lecr noffi : Study grants with the National statistical offices.
7. \'OLUME OF I,iORK
t
Important for the
B. I{ORI(ING GROUP : Yes
-EAffiACvel').
I'Iational statistical offices and the SOEC.
(tEconomic accounts and statistical indicat,ors at
I
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9. DISSEIIINATIOI,I
- l'ublication :
- llegi.onal accounrs ESA - Detailed tables by branches (code 2.5.2 of che
1981 prograrnrne)
onwards).
- EDP : APL - Siemens - in preparation'
t
3
o
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Ui'lIT RXSPONSIBLE : A2 Regional and financial statistics
TITLE : Conununityts financial participation in investments
PROJECT No z MOOS
1. INTRODUCTIO}I
Which funds out of Cornrnunity sources - not only out of the Regional
,Development Fund but of all sources whose financial comnitmentsr can
be meaningfully regionalized - are allocated to the different EC
regions (on level II)? A sufficiently detailed answer to this ques-
tion is the basic condition for a successful coordination of the
financial instruments in the frarnework of a coutrnon regional policy.
About ten years ago the preparatory work on this publication started
by collecting the data out of the various dispersed internal sources
of the Corunission. The objective was and yet is : To provide these
regional data on a more and more comprehensive 1eve1 within a reLa-
tively short delay.
2. SOURCE : Decision of the Comrission
3. AIL{ : See I above
4. DESCRIPTION
Examination of internal documents of the Comnission and the European
Investment Bank (EIB) for the following financial instrumcnts (fi-
nancial contribuLion and corresponding investment) :
- invesiment grants by the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund, Guidance Section, and the European Regional
Development Fund.
- Loans (to a great extend in connection with interest rebate
schemes) by the European Coal and Steel Cornnunity, Euratom, the
European Investment Bank, and the New Conurunity Instrraent.
Short Comnentary of these resuLts.
t
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5. I'IORKPLAN
Continuous annual updating work; normal delay : t + 9'
6. FINAIICING : none
7. VOLUIIE 0r' I'r03x
Inportant internal work for the SOEC.
B. I.IORKIIIG GROUP : No
9. DISSE}{INATION
- 1981 - Publication : code 2.5.1 of the 1981 programne.
- EDP - APL.}TITR.A
:
.I
'.
t
l
d
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UNIT P8SPONSIBLE : A2 negional and financial statistics
TITLE : Financial Accounts
PROJECT No : 12OO6
1. INTRODUCTION
the ESA as a Corrnunity manual of the United Nations revised system of
national accounts provides for a more far reaching treatment of
financiaL transact.ions than the latter. In these financial accounts is explai
the sectors finance their net lending or net borrowing. In addition to
the sector accounts, severaL important transactions are traced across
s ectors.
ilowever, the recording of flows in the above-mentioned account.s ought
to be implemented by balance sheets, which also reeord stocks; thisis because certain financial fLows can be interpreted on1-y as stock
adj ustments.
Some of the Menber countries have already developed such balanceI ll"ili;.I:":'l?il$'ll"l'irnlllull"'lll'il.ii::'li"il::'::f;i:"::"
under r{ay concerning the outstanding liabilities of the generaL go-
vernment sector.
2. SOURCE
Decision of the Conrnission and a recoflrrrendation of the Council.
3. AIM
Application of the ESA by all member countries and development of
the system.
4. DESCS,IPTIO}I
- Financial accounts of the institutional sectors and financial inuer-
nediairies.
- Lending and borrowing between sectors.
- Balance sheets of sectors.
- Quarterly financiaL accounts (p.rn.)
I
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5. WORKPLATI
Statistical information should be made available by the member coun-
tries in principle 9 months after the end of the year of reference (t
+ g). However, most countries cannot comply vith this rule. In
general, most of the data is avaiLabl-e within t + 12 up to t + 14
nonths
preparation for the printer and public4tion takes another 4 nonths.
6. FINANCING : Credit for studies.
7. VOLTTME OF I^IORK
Considerabte for SCEC and rnernber countries, especial-ly in cases where
their national accounting schemes do not ptovide for financial accounts.
3. WORKING GROUP
National accounts - Finaneial accounts.
9. DISSE}{INATION
CRONOS : available on data fiLe FINA
Publication : Contribution to :
ltrational Accounts Yearbook - detailed tables by sectors
rsBN 92-825-tL66-9 (DA/DE/rT)
rsBN 92-825-LL67-7 (EN/rR/Nt)
General Covernment Accounts and Statistics
rsBN 92-825-t328-9 (EN/FR/NL)
rsBN 92-825-L329-7 (DE/rr)
I
{UNIT RESPONSIBLE : A2
TITTE : Financial and
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Regional and financial- statistics
monetary statistics
+
PROJECT No . IAOOT - A2OO3
1. INTRODUCTIO}I
Short-tern financial indicators 
',rhich cover certain stocks and flor,rsof financial asset.s (i.e. money supply, capital market issues, of-ficial reserves) as weLl as the price for these assets (short and long
term interest rates, exchange rates) are an important tool for
economic anaLysis.
The activities of EUROSTAT in this area are rwofold :
Project no A2OO7
Firstly short term financial indicators which are published in all
member countries in great detaiL are seLected and made available via
the CRONOS data bank and pubLications.
Secondly, a significant amount of effort is devoted towards harmo-
nization of nationaL concepts in this fieLd to ensure a better
comparability of data.
However part of the harmonized information is reserved to se-
lected users. This concerns notably those aggregates, like the
harnnonized nnney supply and its counterparts, where parallel
series of national and harmonized data are considered to be
strategic target variables and have to be interpreted very
carefully.
2. SOURCE
Council resolution of 5.L2.L972 and 14.9.L973 and request from
D.G. II.
3. AIM
To provide short term financial indicators and to secure the basic
statistical information for the'comparison of rnonetary policy target
variables and infotmation about the st,ock of financial assets andliabilities ireld within the banking secror.
,
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4. DESCRIPTIOI'I
- Exchange rates
- Interest rates
- llonetary PolicY aggregates
- official reserves.
5. t{oR.wLAN
llost data is made available within delays t + 3 up to t + 6 months
eirher in the CRONOS data base ICG, or in the bi-monthly bulletin
EUROSTATISTICS.
6. FINANCING : No
7. volulm 0F l.^loRK
since the data are monthly and quarterly, the workload is quite con-
siderable for SOEC and, where harmonized series are required, for
the member countries.
B. I,JORKING GROUP
l{onetary and Banking Statistics.
Financial accounts.
9. DISSEI{INATION
Financial indicators - available in CRONOS ICG
Harmonized 3anking and l,Ionetary Statistics - avaitable on CRONOS
file BIFl (for selected users only).
Contribution to publication :
EUROSTAT REVIEW (annual), code 1.1.1 of the 1981 progratrtrne.
BASIC STATISTICS code L.L.2 of the 1981 progranme.
EUROSTATISTICS (rnonthly), code 1.1.3. of the 1981 progranme.
t
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE : A2 Regional and financial statistics
TITLE : BaLance of payments and international capital movements
PROJECT IIIMBERS : A2OO9, A2010' A2OL1
1. INTRODUCTION
Ihe design and management of the Comnunity system of infornnation in
this area has embarked on a new stage in its development.
This stage is characterized bY :
a) the application of the reconmendations in the 4th edition of the
IMF balance of paynents manual,
b) a much greater recourse to quantitative analysis when the basic
strands of the ECrs corunercial policy are being considered and
when bilateral negotiations between the Connunity and third coun-
tries take place, increasing the volume of requests for infotma-
t.ion on geographical breakdor^rn,
c) the large amount of analytical work, especially relating to the
short-term, necessitated by the management of the European llo-
netary System.
In this area the Office assumes the following tasks :
- designing a Corrnunity system to suPply the basic statistical
data needed for corrnercial, economic and nnnetary policies of
the Cormnunities;
- working with the IMF and OECD on the design and use of a data
system at worLd level into which the Comrunity system can be
integratedi
- management of non-harmonized data for more detailed analysis
of a country or a grouP of countries.
2. SOURCE
Council recorunendation of 28 July 1966 and various other decisions
for balance of payrcnts statistics.
Article 72 of the Treaty of Rome for international capital movements.
t
,
3. AII'1
To supply the basic statistical data needed for the consnercial eco-
nornic and monetary polities of the Conuarrnities. Because of the sub-
clivision uy g"""rul branch of investmentr the infornnation orr inter-
national 
""pital novements is also used 
for the industrial policy of the
CoumunitY.
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4. DESCRIPTION
In this field, EUROSTAT works in the following domains :
a) Harmon izing national methodologies (activity related to all
the section Projects).
The notes describing the BoP methodologies of member countries
are revised and updated with reference to the 4th edition of the
IMF manual. This work should a1low the preparation of a com-
prehensive document serving as a cormnunity complement Lo the
Il{F reanual .
b) Global balance of payments which permits, especially, the short
terrn analysis (project ntrmber A20O9) '
Annual harmonized balance of payments data for each ]{ember statet
Spain, Portugalr USA and Japan. Quarterly harmonized and non-
harmonizea aata. i{onthly data (ineluding that on a settlement
bas is)
c) Balance of payments geographical breakdornm (project number A2o09)
Data are brohen down in respect of the items and headings in the
basic balance into 3O countries or geographical zones'
Ad hoc requests for information on bilateral bop necessary for
bilateral negotiation between the Cornnrunity and third countries
are also addressed to the member countries'
d) Balance of payments of the European institutions (project
nrmrber A2O01O).
One of the tasks allotted to EUROSTAT with regard to balance
of payments is that of drawing up the balance of payments of
the Ctmmunity Institutions; over and above the advantage for
the Community of having such a balance, with a geographical
breakdor^rn, this operation should enabl-e l'lernber States to
pinpoint those transactions carried out with Conrnunity Insti-
lutions within tireir own balance of payments. In addition this
balance is one of the elements of the consolidated balance of
payments for the ConmunitY zone.
+
I
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e) International capital movements (project number A2oL1).
In order to respond to requests for information on international
capital movements originating from the Comnission as well- as
from other Comnunity Institutions, EUROSTAT intends to look into
the feasibility of a more systematic collection of existing
statistics and will try to develop harmonization of these data.
5. WORKPLAI'I
A11 the keys of conversion from national standards to the harmo-
nized one are revised to conform with the recormtendation of IMF
contained in the 4th edition of the BoP manual.
Project no A291O
For the balance of payment,s of the European Comunity Institutions
EUROSTAT's activity is as follows :
- having prepared a docr:ment laying out the method in drawing up
the BoP of the Cormurity Institutions, harmonization work aimed
at achieving a syrrnetric appLication of the principLes of ac-
counting for transactions between I'{ember States and the Cornrnunity
Institutions is in progress.
- drawing up the balance of payments of the Connunity tnstitutions(annuaL data with geographical breakdorsn) in close cooperation
with the Coumissionr s Budgets Departnent (DG XIX)
Project no A2o1L
For international capital movements EUROSTAT will endeavour in
successive stages to perfect a utore thorough system of data collection:
a) according to a nore uniform geographical breakdown
b) by general branch of investment
To study the feasibility of harmonizing rnethods.
To disseminate at some later stage the data thus compiled.
6. FINANCING : Credit for studies
7. VOLI]UE 0F I,trORK
The volume of work is growing as a result of the application of the
recormnendations of the 4th IMF manual and a greater use of quanti-
tative analysis in the comercial economic and monetary policies of
the Comnunities.
The volume of work actually performed in the international capital
movenent field will depend on the means available. 
-"
t
)
8. '['IOPJ(ING GROUP : Yes
9. DISSEMINATION
b) cRoN0s
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the 1981 Prograrme
ICG and ZBP (L,2)
I
a) 19B1 publication Balanee of payments
- 
global annuaL data, code 2'6'1 of
the 1981 Prograrme
- 
geographital breakdown, code 2'6'2 ot
the 1981 Programne
- 
gl-obal quirterLy data, code 2'6'3 of
I
il
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1931 PUBLICATIONS PROGRAMI'M
Theme 1 - General Statistics - grey cover
1. General statistics
- 1. EUROSTAT Review
- 3. EUROSTATISTICS - Data for short-term
economic analysis
2. Regional statistics
- 1. Yearbook of regionaL statistics
annual
- 2. Basic Statistics of the Comunity annual
Periodicity
rpnthly
annual
Therne 2 - l{ational Accounts, Finance and Balance of Payments - purple cover
1. I'lationaL accounts (aggregates)I
- 1. ESA national accounts - Aggregates annuaL
- 2. Cornparisons in real values of the
aggregates of the ESA n.p.
- 3. European System of Integrated Economie
Accounts ESA n.p.
2, Sectoral accounts
- 1. ESA national accounts - Detailed tables
by sector annual
- 2. Accounts and statistics of GeneralGovernment annuaL
- A. Collective consumption of General
Government in the context of the
corryarisons of the ESA aggregates
in real terms n.p.
)
Therne 2 (contrd)
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branch
ESA national accounts - Detailed
b
- 1.
tables bY branch
- 2. Input-Output tables 1975 by countries (7)
4. l{onetary and financial statistics
3. Accounts bY
Balance of paYments
- l. Balance of Payments -
- 
2. Balance of Payments -
breakdown
- 3. Balance of Payments -
data
G1obal data
Geographical-
quarterLy gLobal
annual
five-yearly
rnonthly
annual
annual
quarterlY
n.p.
n. p.
5. Regional accounts and finance
- 1. Regional statistics - Corununity financial
"t"i.tatt"e to regional investment 
annual
- 2. ESA regional statistics - detailed
tables bY branch annual
,
7. - 1. Consumer prices in the CorununitY
countries in 19BO
l{ultilateral measurements of purchasing
power parities and GDP in real- terms
n9IE-'
publications having a figure as the last character of the code number
are published by the Office for Cfficial Publieations and are distri-
buted through nornnal channels. Publications having a letter as the last
character of the code number are internal publications of the Statisticalgffice. These are documents primarily intended for the services of the
Commission and the other European Institutions, In certain cases and at
the discretion of the sections responsible for their content, these in-
ternal publications are made available to professional- bodies and nationat
administrations which collaborate with the Office. They can be consulted
at the Information Offices of the Commission.
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I.'Iorking Parties of Directorate
:
GENERAL ECONOMIC STATISTICS
(as at 1.1-. 1981)
Tir le
1. Ad hoc l^Iorking Party on NomencLatures
2. Joint UNSO/SOEC Working Group on world 1evel
c1 as s ifications
3. ilorlcing Party on i{ational Accounts
4. Sub-Iilorking Party on Financial Aceounts
5. I^Iorking Farty on Banking and l,lonetary Statistics
6. IJorking Party on Economic Accounts and StatisticaL
Indicators at Regional Level
7. Balance of Payments
Approxirnate number of
meetings per year
+
+
l 1
I
I
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List of nuroPean CormnuniLY aets
relating to the establishnent of regional statistics
Industrial statistics
1. council Directive (64/475/EEC) of 30 July 1964 concerning co-ordinated
annual surveys of investment in industry (oJ 131 of 13.8.1964).
2. council Direcrive (72/22L/EEC) of 6 June L972, concerning coordinated
annual surveys of industrial activity (O.l L 133/57 of 10'6'L972)'
Social stg4stics.
1. Council Directive (7314$IEEC) of 22 November 1973, on the synchro-
nisation of general population eensuses (oJ L 347 l50 of 17.12,L973) amended
by-council Directivu'Go/zlt/EEC) of 26 Xarch 1980, OJ L 9D/44 of 3'4'1980'
2. Council Regulation (EEC) No 311/76 of 9 February L976, on the compilation
of srarisrics on foreign workers (0J L 39/L of. L4.2.L976).
3. Council Regulation (EEC) No 195/81 of 2O January 1981' on the otgaaLzation
of a sarnple survey of manpower in the spring of 1981 (0J L 24/L ot
28.1.1981) .
4. Council Regulation (nnc) No 3112/30 of 27 November 1980' on the
organization of a survey on the earnings of petmanent workers employed in
agriculture (oJ L 326 of 2.L2.L98A).
5. Council Regulation (EEC) No 494/78 of 6 r{arch 1978, relaLing to the
organization of a survey of labour costs in industry, wholesale and retail
diltriburion, banking ancl insurance (oJ L 68/l ot l-o.3.1978).
6. Council Regularion (EEC) No 495/78 of 6 l{arch 1978' relating to the
organization of a survey of earnings in indus.try, wholesaLe and retail
distribution, banking and insurance (OJ L 68/3 of 10.3'L978)'
t
,t
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Ttansport statistics
1. Council Directive (78/546/EEc) of 12
in respect of carriage of goods by road,
L L68/29 of 26.6.1978).
June l-978, on statistical returns
as part of regional statistics (0J
2. Council )irective
returns in respect of
L5.L2.1980) .
3. Council Directive
"returns in respect of
statistics (OJ L 35O
(8o/1119/EEC) of 17 llovernber
carriage of goods by inland
1980, on statistical
waten^rays (0J t 339 of
(8o/1L77 IEEC) of 4 December
carriage of goods by rail,
of 23.12.1980) .
1980, on statistical
as part of regional
I
Agricultural statistics
1. Council Decision (72/279lfnc) of 31 JuLy L972, setting up a Standing
Cormnittee for Agricultural Statistics (OJ L L79 of 7.8.L972) .
2. Council Directive (721280/EEC) of 31 July L972, on the statistical
surveys to be made by l,Iember States on nilk and roilk products (OJ L L79 of
7,8.L972), anended by Directive (73/358/EEC) of 19 November 1973 (oJ L 326
of 27.11.1973) and Directive (78/320/EEc) of 2o llarch 1978 (oJ L 84 of
31.3.1978).
3. Coriuuission Decision (721356/EEC) of 18 October L972, laying down
implementing provisions for the statistical surveys on milk and rnilk
products (lst version) (OJ L 246 of. 30.10.1972), amended by Decision(76/43j/EEC) of 29 Apri-L 1976 (oJ L 114 of 3o.4.L976) and Decision(78/3oB/EEC) of 2o September 1978 (oJ L 279 of 4.Lo.L978).
4. Council Directive (73/L32/EEC) of 15 May 1973, on the statistical survey
to be carried out by Member States on bovine livestock, on forecasts on the
availabil,ity of bovine animals for slaughter and on statistics on slaughtered
bovine animals (oJ L 153 of 9.6.L973>. amended by Directive (78/53/EEc) of
19 Decernber L977 (0.r I L6 of 2O.L.L978).
5. Conrnission Decision (73/262/EEC) of 24 July 1973, establishing provisions
for statistical surveys to be carried out by the l{ember States on bovine
livestock, forecasts on the availability of bovine animals for slaughter
and statistics on slaughtered bovine animals (OJ L 253 of 10.9.1973).
I
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6. courrcil Regulation (EEC) No 154/75 of 2L January 1975, on the-establish-
ment of . r"girt"t of olive cultivation in the l4ember States producing
olive oil (OJ L 19 of 24.I.L975).
7. council Direcrive (7:)1L}B/EEC) of 2O January L975 on the orgarLization of
a structures survey for 1975 as part of the progralrne of surveys on the
structure of agriculrural holdings (0J L 42 of L5.2.L975).
8. council Regulation (EEC) No 2782/75 of 29 October L975' on the pro-
duction and marketing of eggs for hatching and of farrnyard poultry chicks(oJ L 282 of 1.11.1975).
9. Conrnission Decision (75/682/EEC) of 2 October 1975, laying down for the
purposes of a structure survey for 1975 as Part of the Programne on surveys
on the structure of agricultural holdings the definitions relating to the
list of characteristics and the list of agricultural products (OJ t 3O1 of
20.tlt975) .
1O. Commission Regulation (EEC) No 984/76 of 29 April 1976, providing for a
comparative test of data-collection methods for the establishment of a
reglster of olive cultivation (OJ L 113 of 30.4.L976).
11. Council Decision (76/5BI/EEC) of 29 June 1976, on the conrinuation of
the surveys to be carried out by the l{ember States on bovine livestock (OJ
L 189 of 13.1.1976).
12. Council Directive (76/625/EEC) of 20 JtLy L976, concerning the statis-
tical surveys to be carried out by the l4ernber States in order to determine
the production potential of plantations of certain species of fruit trees(or r 218 of 11.8.L976).
13. Council Directive (76/63O/EEC) ot 20 JuIy L976, concerning surveys of
pig proclucrion ro be made by Member States (OJ L 223 of 16.8.1976).
14. Comission Decision (7613a5/EEC) of 1 oetober 1976, laying down
additional provisions concerning surveys of pig production to be made by
\lember SEates (OJ L 85 of 16.10.L976)
L
3
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15. Cornmission Decision (76/9O51EEC) of 1 october L976' Laying down
additional- provisioi, 
"ot..rning surveys to determine 
the production
ootential of plantations of certain splcies of fruit trees to be nade by
l,renber states (oJ t 285 of 16.10.1976)'
16. Council Regulation (EEC) No
organization of a survey on the(oJ L 365 of 3L.L2.L975).
17. Comrnission Decision (77/L44|EEC) of 22 Decembet L976, laying down the
srandard code and ;;i.; loverning tie transcription into a machine-readable
form of the data of the surveys on plantations of certain species of fruit
,r"."r and laying iown the bolndaries of the production areas for these
surveys (OJ L 47 of 18.1-2.L977).
1g. comnission Regularion (EEC) No 1868/77 of 29 Jul-y L977r. 1-aying down
detailed rules of"appfi.ation for Regulation (EEC) No 2782/75 on the
production and rnarkeiing of eggs for hatching and farmyard poultry chicks(o.] r, 209 0f L7.8.r977) ,
t 19. Cornmission Decision (77l6L3lEEC) of 7 september L977, setting out 
the
a.riiili"ns retatirrg-lo itre tisr of characteristics for the 1977 survey on
rhe structure of agricultural holdings (oJ L 252 of 3'10'1977) '
3228/76 of 2L December 1976, on the
strucLure of agricultural holdings fox L977
December L977, on the
agricultural holdings for20. Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 2L8/78 of
organization of a survey on the structure
LgTglBO (oJ L 35 of 4.2.1978).
21. Council Regulation (EEC) No 978178 of
surveys of areas under vines (corrected in
194 of L9.7 .1978) .
22. conunission Decision Qgl592/EEC) of
relating to the list of characteristics
structuie of agriculturat holdings (OJ
19
of
1o May 1978, on statistical
OJ L l-28 of L7.5.1978 and 0J L
16 June 1978, setting out definitions
for the L979/3O survey on the
L 195 of 2o.7.L978).
23. Council negulation
surveys of areas under(xEc) ito L992/BA of 22
(EEC) No 357/79 of 5 February 1979, on statistical
vines (OJ L 54 of 5.3.L979), amended by Regulation
July 19Bo (oJ L I95 of 29'7'1980)'
l
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24. Cornmission Regulation (EEC) No 991/79 of 17 ilay 1979, setting out a
schedule of tab1eJ and laying down the definitions relaLing to basic
statistical surveys of areas under vines and repeal-ing Cormission Regu-
lations Nos 143 arrd 26/64|EEC (OJ L L29 of 28.5.1979) '
25. Conrmission Decision (79/491/EEC) of 17'lay L979, laying down a code and
standard rules for the transcription into a machine-readable fornr of the
data of the basic surveys of areas under vines. (OJ L 129 of 28.5'1979)'
26. Commission Decision (79/332/EEC) of 7 September L979, setting out the
tables relating to the classification of agricuLtural hoLdings on the basis
of a Cournunity typology, the nnethod of their transcription on to rnagnetic
tape and the deadline for their transmission for the purposes of the survey
rrn rtre srructure of agricultural hoLdings for L977 (0J L 259 of 15.10.1979)
27. Conunission Decision (79/333/EEC) of 7 September 1979,laying down, for
the purposes of the survey on the structure of agricultural holdings for
LgTg/}O, the Cournunity outline of the schedule of tablesr the standard code
and the detailed rules for the transcription on to magnetic tape of the
data contained in such tables (0J L 259 of 15.LO.L979).
28. connnission Regulation (EEC) No 2276/79 of 16 october L979r laying down
detailed rules for the drawing-up of a register of olive cultivation in the
Member States producing olive oil (0J L 262 of 18. L0 .L979) .
29. Council Directive (79/92O/EUC) of 29 Oetober L979, anending Directive
76/630/EEC concerning surveys of pig production to be made by l{ember States(0J L 2Bl ot 10.11.L979).
30. Comnission Decision (Bo/722/nnc) of 13 June 1"980, supplementing
Decision 79/833/ZnC Laying dovm, for the purposes of the survey on the
structure of agricultural holdings for L979/3O, the Counnunity outline of a
schedule of tabtes together with the standard code and rules for the
transcription on to magnetic tape of the data contained in these tables (O.f
L I94 of 28.4.1980).
31. Comrnission Decision (3O/763IEEC) of B July 1980, laying down additional
provisions concerning statistical surveys of areas under vines (OJ L 213
of 16.8.198c).
t
{
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32. cornmission Decision (8}1764/EEC) of 8 July l-98o' establishing the
scheduLe of tables and definitions relating to intermediate statistical
surveys of areas under vines (OJ L 2L3 of' 15'8'1980)'
33. commission Decision (Bol75slEEC) of 8 July 1980' laying dovn a code and
standard rules for the transcription into a machine-readable form of the
data relating to intermediate statistical- surveys of areas under vines (O'l
L 2L3 of 16.8.1980).
t
i
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I'IORK OF STATISTICAL INTEREST OF fiTE
OTHER DIRSCTORATES.GENERAL OF ltIE COMMISSION
Project No
Ax 0201 Market rates of the ECU
A* 1601 Statistical anaLysis of European Regional Development Fund
operations
h
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A* O2O1 I{ARKET RA13S OF' THE ECU
1. INTRODUCTION
A special Comunity unit of account was required for the operation of
the EMS an{ the financial nanagement of the European Comunities and
their institutions.
2. SOURCES
- council Regulation No 3180 /78 of 18 December 1978, OJ L 379 of
30.12. L978.
- Council Decision SO|LLS4|EEC of 23 Decernber 1980 (Lon6 Convention) 
' 
0J
L 349 of 23.12.1-980.
- Comnission Decision No 3289/75/ECSC of L8 December L975, AJ L 327 of
Lg.l2.Ig75, as amended by Corrnission Decision No 3334/BO/ECSC of 19
December 1980' OJ L 349 of 23,L2.L98O.
- Decisions of the Board of Governors of the European Investment Bank of
l-8 March 1975 and 3O December L977.
- Financial Regulation of 21 Decembet 1977 applicabLe to the general
budget of the European Coununities, OJ L 356 of 31.L2,L977, as amended
ty itre Financial Regulation of L6 December 1980, No 80/LI76/EEC, OJ L
345 of 20.L2.198o.
- council Regulation llo 3303 /Bo ot 16 December L980, OJ L 345 of
20,L2.1980.
3. AIM
To supply the various Cormission departments, the European ]lonetary
Co-operation Fund (FECOM) and, nore general-1-yr €lnY user of the ECU
with the market rates of this unit, in particular for the purpose of
the indicetor of divergence and the corunon agricu}tural policy.
4. DESCRIPTION
The market rates of the ECU are cal-culated from the foreign exchange
market quotations of the currencies naking up this unit of account' on
the basis of the quotations notified to the Comrission each day by the
central banks through the Banque Nationale de Belgique.
(1) In all Comunity acts the term tEuropean unit of accountr was replaced
by the term 'ECUI with effect from 1 January 1981.
t
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5. tilonf, PLAN#
Cdq{fsuous work :
- daily calcul-ations of the rate of the ECU vis-i-vis the cofimunity
currencies and a nr.mber of other currencies. These rates are
publish-d on the 6fficial Journal of the European Commrnities - C
series I
- calculations derived fron the daily rates : monthly and ennuaL
averages and various specif,ic calculations on request;
- calculation of the indieator of divergence'
*
I
-----
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STATISTICAL A}IALYSIS OF EUROPEA}i REGIONAI DEVELOPMENT FT]ND OPEMTIONSA* 1601
1. INTRODUCTION
2. SOURCE
Couunission
AIM
To supply the natiorlat authorities
detailed informatiod on ERDF aid on
4. DESCRIPTION
Details of appJ.ications for aid from the Regional Ftrnd' the
taken thereon and the administration of such aid are stored
fiLe, which can thud be used for a statistical analysis of
operations.
decisions
in this
the Fundfs
3.
and Comrission departments with
a regular basis.
t Recording of data on tottr the financial aspects (aid requested, aidgranted, annount of lnvestment, national aid) and the material aspects(locations, type of investmentr sector, type of work, etc.) of the
Fundts operations, ineluding the studies financed under Article L2 of
the ERDF regulationl and of dat,a on the procedure for granting and ad-
ministering such aid.
WORKPLAl{
Continuous work, analysis of the Fundfs operations (based in particular
on its annuaL report).
5,
!r
